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There is absolutely no cure for Multiple Sclerosis, nevertheless, you can make a genuine difference by
changing everything you eat. Medical study shows that a diet very low in saturated fat can decrease the
disease's progression and even reverse its program in some cases. This cookbook gathers more than 200
preferred recipes from people who have MS all over the world. There are vegan and gluten-free dishes, and
a menu plan created by a certified nutritionist. Contains dual methods. They're delicious, wholefood, meat-
free of charge, and dairy-free quality recipes for home cooks. The recipes can be beneficial for a person
with cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, lupus, arthritis rheumatoid, and various other inflammatory and
autoimmune illnesses. The recipes include quick and easy lunches and dinners, a variety of seafood dishes,
luxurious weekend breakfasts, special occasion cakes, and vacation baking.
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Would Recommend This cookbook is very helpful for those looking to follow the OMS diet/lifestyle. The OMS
guidelines and suggestions are first-rate, and the recipes are straight-forwards, kitchen/pantry friendly,
easy to prepare, actually though many of the recipes had been submitted from worldwide followers (which
may be problematic). You can find only a couple of things I was disappointed with and which led to a four-
star review rather than five: no photos of the recipes (simply a pet-peeve of mine) and the omission of
dietary information (i. I have made some of the recipes currently! protein, extra fat, and carbohydrate
counts). Although it may not really be important to many on this diet who are looking to lessen saturated
fat in their diet but still have meals that are palatable, there are those of us who are insulin-dependent
who would benefit from the counts. No images at all of recipes. There are so many recipes I'm anxious to
try, unlike a great many other cookbooks. I will just go to My Fitness Pal Nutrition Calculator for the
information I need. There will always be some quality recipes that don't appeal for you. I'd have liked to
see photographs ... We found this is an extremely good cookbook. Not very antii-inflamitory.e. Jumps
between using grams and cups. I purchased this cookbook for my sister who has multiple sclerosis to
encourage her to consume healthy meals. So I haven't made very much from it. No pictures at all making
me not need to ... No pictures in all which makes me not want to cook any! Photos ought to be a
requirement in cook books. Odd ingredients necessary.! The recipes look so delicious I want to try them

myself! Too much of a pain to come back it however, not sure how very much use it will get since it isn't
particularly user friendly. Apart from these two negatives, I can tell this can be among my "go-to"
cookbooks. Delicious recipes for multiple sclorosis sufferers! Not much of a Cookbook Oddly create. And
paperback means it's not so easy to keep open. No photos? Five Stars Good book! Overcoming Multiple
Sclererosis Cookbook Good information for folks diagnosed with MS. Not a good MS diet missing many
things Just got this publication and I am extremely disappointed in this reserve. I'd have liked to observe
photographs of the recipes in it. I think this woman needs to read a bit more about anti-inflammatory
foods, because this diet is severely without that area! The recipes look good, but there are several very
random ingredients requested. ? Yum Great details and tasty recipes No pictures with the recipes Not bad.
I found this is an extremely good cookbook. There are no pictures that correspond with the quality
recipes. I wish there have been pictures. That's simply me though. No photos. Five Stars I'm new to the
dietary plan and this has been so useful in giving me brand-new ideas.! As I am baffled about what to
consume or a diet I need to follow
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